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Abstract. Let D6(G) be the Cayley colored ügraph of a finite group
G generated by A. The arc-colored line digraph of a Cayley colored di-
graph ie obtained by appropriately coloring the arcs of its line digraph.
In this paper it is shown that the group of automorphisms of D6 (G)

that act as permutations on the color classes is isomorphic to the gemidi-

rect product of G a¡rd a particular subgroup of AutG. Neceeeary and

sufficient conditions for the arc-colored üne digraph of a Cayley colored
digraph ¿lso to be a Cayley colored digraph are then derived.

1. DpptNITIoNs AND TnnulNotocY

For the sake of completeness we define in this section the main con-

cepts used in the rest of the paper.
A digraph D = (V, A) consists of a set V = V (D) of points called

uertices and a set A = A(D) of pairs of different vertices called o,rcs.

Thus, neither loops nor parallel arcs are allowed. The order of D is its
number of vertices lyl and the size of D is its number of arcs lÁ1. If
@, V) is an arc from o to y we say that e is adiacent to y and also that y
is adjacent from r. A digraph is d-regular when each vertex is adjacent

to and from exactly d others. A digraph is strongly connecfed when for
any r,A eV there is a directed path from t to y.

Let C = {rt, cz¡...,cd} be a set of elements called colors. An arc-

coloring of a d-regular digraph D is a mapping from A(D) to C such

that the d arcs from any vertex n are mapped to different colors, and

likewise for the d arcs to c.
An ¿u iomorphism of a digraph ^D is a permutation of V that preserves

adjacency. For an arc-colored digraph, the concept of color preservittg

automorphism is more appropriate. A color preseruing automorphism $
of an arc-colored digraph must also preserve the arc colors, that is, if
(u, r) is an arc colored cit the arc (d("), d(r)) must also be colored c¡.

Alternatively, if for a € V and c € Cwe represent by uOc the vertex
adjacent from u by an arc colored c, we can say that ,/ must satisfy

(1) ó@ o r) - ó(u) o c.
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Both the sets of automorphisms of a digraph and of color preserving
automorphisms of an arc-colored digraph are groups. We are mainly
concerned here with several automorphism groups of Cayley colored di-
graphs considered as arc-colored digraphs.

In the line digraph LD of a digraph D = (V, A) each vertex repreeents
an arc of D, that ir, V(LD) = {uo : (u, u) € A(D)}, and two vertices
rtru,rrz, are adjacent whenever n = uüt. As the order of LD is the size of
D, if D is d-regular then the order of LD is d times the order of D.

We finally cite that, given two groups G and Il together with a homo-
morphism II : H + AutG, tl(o) - nr, the (eúernol) semidirect product
G x H is the group with set of elements {(c,o) : g € G,o € H} and
composition rule

(gt, n)(gz, rz) = (gr Ttst@r), Dtr.z),

for instance, see [10]. When If is a subgroup of AutG it will be assumed
that tI is the canonical imbedding.

2. THn cor,on PnnuurrNc AutouoRpnrsM Gnoup
Let G be a finite group with identity element e and generated by

A = {ot,o2,..., oa} g G - e. The Cayley colored digraph of G with
respect to A, denoted D6(G), is the d-regular digraph whose vertices
represent the elements of G, and where there is an arg (g, tl) labeled (or
colored) o iff h - ga for some cl € A. For Cayley colored digraphs the
meaning of (1) is that a permutation $ of V (Da (G)) is a color preserving
automorphism iff ó@") - ó@)o for all g e G and a € A.

lf A(Da (G)) denotes the color preserving automorphism group of
Dt(G), a well-known and useful result states that

(2) A(Dt (G)) = G
for any (that is, independently of the generating set A) Cayley colored
digraph D¿ (G) of a finite group G. Frucht [9] used this result to prove
that every finite group is the automorphism group of some graph. For
a proof of both results see, for instance, White [1lJ.

A slightly more general concept is due to Chvátal and Sichler [2] who
defined a chromatic autornorphism of a graph D a.s an automorphism of
D that acts as a permutation on the set of colors for every proper min-
imal coloring of its vertices. Analogously, w€ define a color perynuting
automorphis¡n of a Cayley colored digraph Da (G) as an automorphism
of D6 (G) that acts a.s a permutation on the color cla^sses. Hence, a per-
mutation ó of V(Da,(G)) is a color permuting automorphism of D6(G)
iff there exists a permutation o of A such that
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(3) ók") - ó@)o(o)

for all g e. G and a € A. Obviously, d is a color permuting automorphism

of D,(G) only when a is the identity. On the other hand, arc transitive
Cayley colored digraphs, that is, digraphs such that for any g e G and

o,a'€ A there is an automorphismÓ which satisfies Ó@o) - Ók)a', are

characterized by Babai in [lJ.
Let A*(Da,(G)) denote the group of color permuting automorphisms

of Da(G). Its elements are characterized by the following result.

Louut 2.!. Let ó be a permutation of V(Da(G)) and let H = {r:
r e AutG,n(A) = A). Then

(4) óeA.(DI(G))eó@)=slr(h), VheG,

for some g e G and some r €. H .

Pnoor': Any / defined as in ( ) is a permutation of V(Dl.(G)). More-

over, for all h e G and a € A,

ó$ú - sr(ha) = slr(h)r(o) = ó(h)r(o),

so that (3) is satisfied with o = rla and hence Ó e A. (Dt(G)).
Conversely, let / e A* (Da (G)) and call g - Ók). Any element h e G

can be written in terms of the generators as h = ttaz...oy¡7,8i € A.
Thus using (3) rn times we obtain

(5) ó(h) - $(ertrz...Í^) - go(tt)o(xz) . . . o(r,n)

for some permutation o of A. Moreover, o induces in an obvious way a

permutation r of G:

(6) "(h)-o(xt)o(r2)...o(n^), 
Vhe G

since, by (5),

(+ r(xtrz. . .r,,,.,-) - T(YtUz . . .Un)-

Of course, r is an automorphism of G that fixes the set A, and from (5)

and (6) it follows that ó(h) - sr(h) for all ñ e G.
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THponpnr 2.2. Let D5(G) be the Cayley colored digraph of the finite
group G with respect úo A , and let H be the subgro up of AutG frxing
A. Then

A.(D¡,(G))sGx H

Pnoor: Consider the mapping !f : G x H A*(DI(G)) defined by
v[(g,o)](t ) = ór*(tr) = glr(h). [t is a homomorphism since

v[(gt ,r!)(gr,or)l(rr) = v[(gt rt(gz), ?rr nr)|(h) = 9úrt(gr)*tnz(h\
= gtr{gz"r(h)) = óorrrószrr(h).

Moreover, ü is clearly one-to-one and, by Lemma 2.L, onto.
Note that when H is the trivial group A.(DI(G)) = A(Da,(G)),

so that (7) can be seen as¡ a generalization of (2). Also, since G is
(isomorphic to) a normal subgroup of G x H it follows that A(Da,(G))
is a normal subgroup of A*(Da(G)).

3. THn Anc-coLoRED LtNp DrcR.tpH
oF A C.lyt py Colonpo Dlcn¡,pH

As before, we consider a finite group G generated by A = {c r¡al, . . .,
oa}. On the other hand, let H = {n, : z € A} be now a set of per-
mutations of A such that Ttdt is the identity and for all s,A € A there
exists only one z such that rr(c) = U, that is, Il acts on A like a regular
group, even though it need not be a group under composition. Without
loss of generality we may assume that the elements of A are labelled so
that Tror(ot) = o;.

For a given H we define the arc-colored line digraph Ln D of the
Cayley colored digraph D - D-^(C) as the digraph witfu set of vertices
{(g,o) i g eG,B € A} and where (g,r) is adjacent to (g,,e,) by an arc
with the color denoted by o(a¡) itr

(7)

(8) (g,r) O o(c¡) = (sr,ro(o¡)) = (s',8').

Each pair (g, r) may be thought of as an arc of D.
Note that, since zr" is a permutation of A, the vertices obtained in (8)

for all a¡ € A are different and correspond to the d arcs adjacent from
(g, r) in D. Analogously, each of the d vertices (g"lt , oi) for c¡ € A is
adjacent to (g, r) by an arc colored a(a¡) with Gi = ol,t(c) since

(golt ,ai) O a(a) = (gol'oi,no¡nl|(r)) = (s,s),
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and different arcs have different colors because {t;rt(t) : 1 S i S d} =
A. Therefore LyD is the line digraph of D with a proper arc-coloring.

We next want to explore the structure of ,4( L n D). Ihom H it is

possible to define a binary operation on A:

(e) e(Ey-u(y)

that has the cancellation property. The subset A' of elements z € A
such that z @ (r O U) = (z O ") 

(E y, for all t,A € A, has o1 as identity
element and is easily seen to be closed under (E. Therefore, A' with this
binary operation is a group. Mor@ver, there exigtg .¿f' E .H such that
H* with the composition of permutations is a group isomorphic to A*,
since the bijection

( 10)

satisfies

ltr: A* * H*,!ú(r) - rz

ü(rt g zz)(") = (rt e rr) @ I = zt @ (rz e r)
- 7r2,,(nrr(r)) = !F(zr)iú(rzXr).

The followitrg result, analogous to Lemma 2.I, shows that every el-

ement of A(Ln D) corresponds to a color permuting automorphism of
Dt(G). As in the preceding section, this allows the identification of H*
with a subgroup of AutG, that is, using (6) evetY T z e H* defines an au-

tomorphism of G, that we still call nr. We already use this identification
in the statement of the lemma.

Lpuu¡, 3.1. Let Q be a permutation of V(LnD). Then O € A(LHD)
if and only if for aII (h,e), h e G, r € A,

O[(h, 
")] = (sr,(h), o'(s)) = (sr,(h), z @ x)

for some g e G and some 7Íz e H* .

Pnoor: For the sufficiency we have

O[(h,s)O o(a¡)J = Ot(hs,eO o¡)] = ($,(ht),2 @ (t O or))

iÍ',:',Íil::',? ; Í :.if :' L r( h, . )r o a ( a¡ )
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For the necessity, suppose O € A(L1D). From the construction of
Ln D it is clear that O corresponds to a permutation of A(D) that
preserves arc adjacency (but not necess¡arily the coloring). Therefore, it
induces in the obvious way a permutation ,/ on V (D). It also induces,
for every fixed t¡ € G, a bijection rf ["i] from the set of arcs adjacent
from [t"J h € v(D), (h,a) = {(ñ,r) :t €a} [(ta-t,a) = {(trc-r,e)]
? F All into the set of arcg adjacent from ttr] h' = d(t) € V(D),
(h',A) [(h'A-t,A)J. Hence, rf ["¡J acts as a permutation of A, iuát
for simplicity we still call rf ["¡'], and O can be written in either of the
forms

(r2) o[(h,r)J - @(h),'f (")),
o[(ha-t, 

")J = @&l--1), ";(")),
for all h eV(D) and I € A.

Since O preserves the arc-coloring of L ¡¡ D,

( 13)

for any

(14)

and

(15)

O[(ha-l, o) O a(c¿)J = O[(he-t,")J O o(c¡)

h e G and t, ai € A. With (12) this results in

ó(h) = S(ht-t),';("),

"I@ 
(E a¡) = "l @) (E ci.

Now,forc¡]ar(15)gl"o"I(,)=zr!(c)forallo,thatis,fi
and we call both rr¡. Then nn(, g c) = nn(r) o a¡ for all c¡, b thal
the permutation ar¡ is completely specified by the image of any element
c € A. This, jointly with the fact that rlr(") = "f ("), impli€s ?r¡¡¡ - r¡
and then rh = zr for all l¿ e G since D is strongly connected. Moreover,
with z - T(at) *" have

r(ú = r(ato y) = r(at) e y - z @ y - r,(y),
hence n = tÍz and t, e H* since, for all a,A € A,

z @(c @ v) = r,(rov) - 7rz(") e y - (z @ r)@ u.
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Finally, replacing hx-t by h in (14) we obtain

(16) ó(hr) - ó@)n,(r)

so that, by virtue of (3), ó e A*(Da(G)). Then, from (12) and Lemma
2.1 we obtain

O[(h,o)J - @(h),r,(t)) = (sr,(t ), r'(n))

for some g €, G.

From Lemma 3.1 we obtain the followitrg result, which ie analogous
to Theorem 2.2 and is proved similarly.

THponpu 3.2 . Let D - D¿.(G) , H and Lu D be as above. Then

(17) A(LnD)=Gx H'

wherc H* g H is a subgroup of AutG.

A consequence of this theorem are necessary and sufficient conditions
for the arc-colored line digraph of a Cayley colored digraph also to be a
Cayley colored digraph. The sufficiency was studied in [5J. The interest
in the arc-colored line digraph of a Cayley colored digraph stems from
the followittg two points.

(r) The permutation networks which are easiest to control are those

modelled by Cayley colored digraphs, see for instance [6].
(b) The line digraph technique has proven very useful to generate

large digraphs with small diameter and reduced average distance [7,8J.
Therefore, the line digraph of a Cayley colored digraph will usually have

good order-diameter ratio and, when a Cayley colored digraph, the cor-

responding permutation network will also have an eas¡y control.

THnonnu 3.3 . The aÍc-colored line digraph Ln D of the Cayley colored

digraph D - D¿.(G) of a frnite group G is a Cayley colored digraph of
agroupO if andonly if H isasubgroupof AutG andthen Og Gx H.

Pnoor': If LnD is a Cayley colored digraph there exists a group O with

lQl = lV(LxD)l = l¡IllGl elements such that A(L7D) = O. Hence, by
Theorem 3.2, O =G x H with H a subgroup of AutG.

Conversely, let H be a subgroup of AutG. Then the set A with the

compositionrule qB defined in (S) is a group isomorphic to ^El' and we can

consider the group G x A = G x f/ whose elements are in correspondence
with the vertices of LnD. By Theorem 3.2,
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A(L7D) = G x A = A(D¡(G x A))
with n¡(G x A) the Cayley colored digraph of G x A associated to
any set A of generators. In our case, each color o(a¡) of LnD can be
associated with the element (ot, ai) of G x .E[ since then

(g,r)Oa(c¡) = (g,rxar,a¡) =(gr"(ot),o(Eo¡) = (gr,aOc¡)
in agreement with (8). Therefore, with A = {(or,c¡): c¡ € A}, we have
the isomorphism of arc-colored digraphs

LnD=D¡.(GxA).
We conclude by considering the particular case of groups generated

by two elements. Let A = {o, D}. Then H = {*o, rü}, where 16 is
the identity and t5 interchanges a and ü. For Theorem 3.3 to hold, Í6
must be an automorphism of the group G, and this requiree in turn the
symmetry of the two generators and their relations.

For instance, this is the case for the alternating group An with the
presentation of Coxeter [3,4J:

o2s-L =g2t-1 -(üo)'=e, (ütab-lc-i)r=, (1 SiSs-l)
when n = 2s is even and

a2'+1 - 62t*L = (üc)' - ,, (U a-i)' =, (2 S j S s),

when n-2s*l is odd. For example we can take c = (1 23...n- 1),
ü - (2 3 4...n) when n iseven and (t = (L29...tr), ó = (l r, 29...Ít-1)
when n is odd. fn both caaes n¡(g) = ogc where o is the involution
o = (I n). Then LnD turns out to be the Cayley colored digraph of a
group Q = An x Cz 3 S,., the symmetric group. The last isomorphism
,1, : A" x Cz --" ^9,. is given by

,|,Ík,a)J - s and ,1,Ík, ó)l = so
In particular, the generators of S,n are

,l,l@, c)J = o, and ,1,Í@,ó)J = ao

which grres (L2...n- 1) and (1 2...n) when n is even, and (Lz...n)
and (1 2 . ..n - 1) when n is odd, respectively and with products from
left to right. We can express thig result by informally saying that the
line digraph of the Cayley colored digraph of the alternating group á,,
is the Cayley colored digraph of the symmetric group S,r.
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